The ABA Diversity and Inclusion Portal is accessible via the Diversity Tab on the ABA website. It provides you and your members with easy access to a wealth of association-wide diversity and inclusion programs, resources, and information, including toolkits, training videos, statistical data, fellowships, scholarships, upcoming diversity programs, and more!

Below we’ve highlighted just a few key resources on the D&I Portal that may be of interest to your bar association and members.

### Diverse Speakers Directory

Is a tool your diverse lawyer members (ABA or non-ABA members) can use to create a free customized speaker profile and market their experience and skillset to more than 3500 ABA entities seeking speakers for their CLE programs nationwide.

### Model Diversity and Inclusion Plan

Is a template that can assist your bar association with developing a new or reviewing and updating an existing diversity plan.

### ABA Diversity and Inclusion Center & Advisory Council

Is your central hub to communicate with the ABA on how we can partner on or be a resource for your association’s diversity efforts. The Diversity Center and Advisory Council are comprised of ABA diversity entities, Sections, Divisions, and Forums, and several National Affinity Bar Associations.

### ABA Sections, Divisions, & Forums Tab

Is a one stop shop providing links to the diversity and inclusion webpages, information, and activities by many of the ABA Sections, Divisions, and Forums and other ABA entities.

### ABA National Pipeline Directory

Is an ever-growing online searchable database of projects, programs, and initiatives that encourage and equip diverse students to pursue legal careers.

### ABA and Other Diversity Statistics and Research

Is available on the top right of the Diversity and Inclusion Portal with the ABA National Lawyer Population Survey (10-Year Trend) and links to statistics and research by national experts.
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